In August 1923, two young Czech artists, Karel Teige and Jindřich Honzl, sent to friend and poet Jaroslav Seifert a romantic picture postcard they had doctored to create a more modern scene.¹ A pavilion in the background has been inscribed with the word “JAZZ,” and a rough sketch of an airplane flying overhead interrupts the tranquil setting. In the upper right corner, the word “DISK” and a drawing of it are penciled in.² Below,

---

¹ There is no printed information on the back of the postcard to credit the manufacturer, artist, or date of the work. I am using “romantic” here following Alison Rowley’s description of the commodity of picture postcards in fin-de-siècle Russia: “Russian romantic postcards were quite interchangeable with their European counterparts, and typically featured scenes of courting couples.” See her chapter “Bodies on Display: Romantic and Erotic Postcards in Fin-de-Siècle Russia,” in Open Letters: Russian Popular Culture and the Picture Postcard 1880–1922 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014), 105–35.

² This was a common symbol in Devětsil design—directly referencing the Devětsil magazine Disk, which first appeared in 1923—and was a popular motif in New Typography design generally.
a woman in a white dress sitting languorously with a rose in her hand has been made up with a mustache, a pipe inserted between her lips. A man leans intently towards her, newly gifted an oversize bowtie. Sentimental lines of verse printed on the postcard suggest the pair are in the midst of a lover’s quarrel, and our jocular interventionists have literally put something between them: an equation that reads “Da^2 = dada.”

Teige, Honzl, and Seifert were all members of the leftist avant-garde group Devětsil, active in Prague and Brno in the 1920s. Born in 1900, Teige was an artist, writer, editor, and typographer who arguably became the group’s leading figure. In the aftermath of World War I, the Devětsil group was formed in the newly constituted Czechoslovak Republic, announcing itself with a manifesto published in a weekly paper in December 1920. In the short statement, the co-signers (which include Teige and Seifert) proclaimed their rejection of the staid, bourgeois art of the academy in order “to fight for a new life” that brought art into direct confrontation with pressing social and political issues. In this vein, the Devětsil group ultimately forged Poetism, expressing an “art of life” ethos through poetry, performance, architecture, and visual

---

3 Postcard from Karel Teige and Jindřich Honzl to Jaroslav Seifert, August 17, 1923, Fond Jaroslav Seifert, Památník národního písemnictví (Museum of Czech Literature), Prague.

art that notably drew on Constructivism—and as I will argue here, Dada—and was a unique contribution to the interwar avant-gardes.5

As the postcard to Seifert suggests, DeVetsil members were well aware of Dada. At the same time, that movement had a belated reception in the Czech milieu, and a fully locatable “Czech Dada” is difficult to pin down. Nonetheless, a Dada element within the DeVetsil group is far more pervasive than the historical record would suggest. In the preamble to Michel Sanouillet’s massive tome, Dada in Paris, first published in 1965, the author states that, in terms of a Dada presence in Czechoslovakia, “there is no indigenous movement to report.”6 In 1998, The Eastern Dada Orbit, edited by Gerald Janacek, was perhaps the first comprehensive attempt in English to show the migrations of Dada eastward, but—consistent with Sanouillet’s framing—with an emphasis on Dada “as an import,” and Prague as a “prime transfer point for the Eastern Dada orbit.”7 In this volume, Jindřich Toman’s chapter on Czech Dada provides a preliminary chronology of discrete Dada moments, namely in Prague, and again with an emphasis on exchange in an international milieu.8


In German, the volume Dada global had appeared four years prior. For a short section on Prague, see Ludmila Vachtova, “Prag,” in Dada global, eds. Hans Bolliger, Judith Hossli, Guido Magnaguagno, Raimund Meyer, and Juri Steiner (Zurich: Linmat Verlag, 1994), 103–7. Vachtova similarly posits a history of Czech Dada as “import . . . a history without women and in the conditional” (103).

In this volume, Jindřich Toman’s chapter on Czech Dada provides a preliminary chronology of discrete Dada moments, namely in Prague, and again with an emphasis on exchange in an international milieu.8

The current essay is an attempt to more fully assert a strain of Dada within Devětsil. It positions such manifestations as not merely a reflection of Dada tendencies occurring elsewhere, but a useful category for thinking about some of Devětsil’s own artistic production and theoretical formulations related to Poetism. Wary of inscribing a vocabulary that does not wholly fit, in the service of an expansionist mode of canon building that does not accommodate local contexts on their own terms, I am not arguing here for a Czech Dada as such. Rather, I aim to show how Devětsil members, and especially Teige, incorporated Dada principles into Poetism, using these principles for their own purposes. In so doing, I hope also to sound a call for a more serious consideration of the Czech context within contemporary historiographies and exhibition practices that might attempt to responsibly account for the full range of Dada trends and locales.
Dada is understood as a multi-sited phenomenon, and the transmigrations of Dada actors and ideas through Prague from Germany, Hungary, and Yugoslavia—which have been more or less adequately documented⁹—offer a foundation on which to persuasively argue for inclusion of the city in a transnational Dada history. This article moves beyond the notion of Prague as “transfer point,” to focus specifically on what a Czech, Devětsil riff on Dada looked like. The various examples cited below—including Teige’s theoretical reflections on Dada, as well as photographs of performances of Devětsil plays and adaptations of French Dadaist productions—further indicate that the interwar Czech avant-garde was inherently networked, one node in a larger European interwar exchange.

In sum, this essay asks: what did Devětsil want out of Dada? The group’s engagement with Dada is pictured in a variety of images published across Devětsil books and magazines. While Teige was not singular among his colleagues in taking an interest in Dada, he is exceptional in his dual role as editor and prolific contributor to Devětsil publications. Here, a special emphasis is placed on two magazines—Pásmo (1924–26), published in Brno, and ReD (1927–31), in Prague—and the two-volume collection of Teige’s writings, On Humor, Clowns and Dadaists, from 1928 and 1930.¹⁰ A close reading of his essays and photomontages, graphic design, and editorial decisions provides a salient point of depar-

---


¹⁰ For primary accounts from Dada visitors to Prague, see Raoul Hausmann, Courier Dada (Paris: Le terrain vague, 1958): Richard Huelsenbeck, “En avant Dada: A History of Dadaism,” in The Dada Painters and Poets: An Anthology, ed. Robert Motherwell, trans. Ralph Manheim, 2nd ed. (New York: George Wittenborn, 1967), 21–46, originally published as En avant Dada: die Geschichte des Dadaismus (Hanover: Paul Steegemann Verlag, 1920); and Karel Teige, “O dadaistech,” in O humoru, clownech a dadaistech: Svět, který voní (Prague: Odeon, 1930), 123–56, with an earlier version in Tvorba 2, no. 6 (June 1927): 168–86. The first volume of On Humor, Clowns, and Dadaists (O humoru, clownech a dadaistech) was published with the subtitle The World Which Laughs (Svět, který se směje), and the second The World Which Smells Nice (Svět, který voní). Though Šmijkal makes the claim that the latter was “the first book on the history of Dadaism in Europe” (58), Teige certainly was occupied with these questions already in the preceding volume, from 1928, and the majority of the text in both volumes had appeared previously as essays in various publications. As Toman notes, the 1924 essay in Šrasteč from which the two volumes took their name was already “the first extensive and serious account of Dada in Czech.” Toman, “Dada in Czechoslovakia,” 20.
ture for articulating how Dada manifested itself within the Czech avant-garde. This article also introduces Devětsil’s Dada engagement within the context of its better-understood affinities with Constructivism. Through a consideration of theoretical texts and artistic production that had a platform in Czech avant-garde print, this article makes explicit Devětsil’s intersections with a more global Dada construct.

**A LIVING POETRY: POETISM IN RELATION TO CONSTRUCTIVISM AND DADA**

Tristan Tzara moved to Paris from Zurich—the birthplace of Dada—in 1920, and Teige made his first trip to the French capital in the summer of 1922. While it is uncertain whether the two crossed paths, it is certainly Tzara, or the “shy baladin of Romanian origin,” whom Teige associates most explicitly with Dada across his writings. First published in 1927 and reproduced in *The World Which Smells Nice* in 1930, the essay “On Dadaists” introduces many figures central to the Dada movement, but Teige asserts in no uncertain terms that Tzara was the “real initiator and main culprit of Dada.” In this essay, Teige offers his own definition of Dada that underscores a Dadaist embrace of a “living poetry” (živoucí poesie) and makes explicit the connection between a Dada and Poetist view of the world: “The specific lesson of Dada, the lesson of a living poetry, emancipated from the refuse of academic prejudice, as Tzara himself speaks of it, played its role even at home [in Czechoslovakia], around 1922, with the inception of Poetism.” In the first manifesto dedicated to Devětsil’s “art of life”-ism from 1924, Teige describes Poetism similarly: “the art of living (uměním žíti) in the most beautiful sense of the word, a modern Epicureanism.”

---

11 Teige, “Dadaismus,” *Tvorba* 1, no. 8 (February 1, 1926): 143.
13 In this text, Teige also references from the French milieu Francis Picabia, Louis Aragon, and Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, among others—even including Philippe Soupault and André Breton, who made a rather tumultuous departure from Dada to form Surrealism (and would both visit Prague). But he also extends his summary of the key figures to include those he associates with German Dada, such as Walter Mehring, Hans Arp, Richard Huelsenbeck, Johannes Baader, John Heartfield, Raoul Hausmann, and Kurt Schwitters, many of whom made visits and hosted performances in Prague. He also notes a group of “Hungarian emigrants, members of the group Ma, who caroused in Prague for some Dadaist evenings in communist circles after the fall of the republic” (153).
Teige also foregrounds, both in this Poetist manifesto and elsewhere, a strong association between Constructivism and new beauty.

It might seem unlikely that Poetism, emphatically insisted upon as “an art of living and enjoying,” would also be introduced in Marxist terms: “Poetism is the crown of life; Constructivism is its base.” From the very first manifesto, an unlikely synthesis of socialist rhetoric with an embrace of individualist pleasures is present. This dualism led Devêtsil to find philosophical and artistic points of interest in both Constructivism to the East and Dada to the West. Peter Zusi notes that “For most of the decade [of the 1920s] Teige conceived Constructivism as only one ‘pole’ of avant-garde culture, coexisting with a complementary principle he termed Poetism.” I propose here that Teige’s unique vision for Poetism in the 1920s is conceived rather in a triangulation, with Dada as a third point.

The seemingly incompatible juxtaposition of Constructivism and Dada in Poetism was itself consistent with a Dada ethos. In his 1918 Dada manifesto, Tzara writes, “Dada Dada Dada, a roaring of tense colors, and interlacing opposites and of all contradictions, grotesques, inconsistencies: LIFE.” Teige picks up on this productive notion of difference in Dada: “Dadaists live only in their temperament of opposition, they are foreign to the modern, Constructivist spirit.” And his project likewise embraced contradiction for its generative capacity, setting forth a series of “contrasts”—“nature–civilization, sentiment–intellect, fantasy–rationality, freedom–constraint, construction–poetry, public–intimacy”—that apparently “do not interrupt, but rather intensify, the value of their particular elements.” It is a set of binaries that accommodates Dada and Constructivism in the project of Poetism.

Within this context of contradiction, it is important to acknowledge, as previous scholars have pointed out, that Teige does not offer a consistently positive reading of Dada across the 1920s, nor a single version of...
it.\textsuperscript{21} Devětsil’s interpretation of a Dada sense of humor, writes Toman, was a “somewhat generalized and domesticated form of Dada.”\textsuperscript{22} In Teige’s interpretation, Dada performed a poetics of play, and like Dada, Poetism could address the need to find joy in everyday life or even in the face of trauma. Teige sees in Dada a reimagining of the place of art in a drastically altered society, when “in the age of the [First] World War, we were compelled to question the sense, utility, and general benefit of art in a world which sheds blood to redeem its tomorrow.”\textsuperscript{23} The utility of Dada for Teige could be understood as finding humor even in dark times, for it is our “great fortune,” he writes, to be able to laugh, even “amidst day-to-day bitter disappointments.”\textsuperscript{24} His interpretation of Dada could be understood as a vulgarized (mis)reading of Dada with an emphasis on catharsis and rehabilitation in the postwar period—what he called a “liberating nonsense (osvobozující nesmyslnost)”\textsuperscript{25}—which is at times contradictory with his simultaneous reading of it as a form of nihilism. It is a version of Dada aligned conveniently with early iterations of Poetism. But it was also, as Toman notes, “more than embellishing Constructivism with humor.”\textsuperscript{26} Acknowledging the cathartic aspects of a comedy tenuously constructed on the rubble of World War I, Teige wrote in the original Poetism manifesto of 1924, anticipating the subtitle of the first in his future two-volume tome \textit{On Humor, Clowns, and Dadaists}, that if the -ism “was born in an atmosphere of cheerful fellowship, in a world which laughs, [then] who cares if it laughs itself to tears?”\textsuperscript{27} Dada had appeal precisely because it intervened directly into the harshness of real life through nonsense and absurd humor.

In the 1920s, Teige and Devětsil were emphatically youthful without looking away from the world’s tragedies: “Long live the victorious months and liberating nonsense: the meaning of youth is dizziness.

\begin{small}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Devařek writes, in light of Teige’s fluid perception of Dada, “To describe Teige’s opinion of Dada is rather difficult” (10). Illustrative of this is Vachtova’s claim that his reception of Dada goes “in all directions: Dada was confused, funny, important, tragic” (105).
\item Toman, “Dada in Czechoslovakia,” 21.
\item Teige, “Dada,” 80.
\item Teige, “O humoru, clownech a dadaistech,” in \textit{Avantgarda známá a neznámá}, ed. Vlašin Štěpán, vol. 1 (Prague: Svoboda, 1970), 571; originally published in \textit{Sršatec} 4, nos. 38, 39, 40 (July–August 1924): 3–4, 1–2, 2–4; also republished in \textit{Pásmo} 2, no. 1 (October 1925): 6–10. Due to the multiple iterations, I quote from the anthologized version of this text. When referencing the article specifically, I use quotation marks, and when discussing the collected volumes of the same title, I employ italics.
\item Ibid., 580.
\item Toman, “Dada Well Constructed,” 32.
\item Teige, “Poetism,” 68. Emphasis is the author’s, and the translation is modified.
\end{enumerate}
\end{small}
and laughter.”\textsuperscript{28} The First Eccentric Carnival of Artists, which took place in Brno in February 1925, was a real manifestation of this impulse.\textsuperscript{29} Though not exclusively billed as a Devětsil event, it was announced in \textit{Pásmo}, and the group members appear to have been the life of the party. Photographs published in the Brno-based magazine \textit{Salon} capture the festivities, as young people gather in a variety of clownish poses, donning painted faces or papier-mâché masks, in front of a backdrop with a stylized rendering of the Eiffel Tower and a large female nude.\textsuperscript{30} In one image, a woman dressed in flouncy, belted pants and a long-sleeved blouse, with heeled pumps, turns away from the camera to reveal a number 9 (\textit{devět} in Czech, referencing Devětsil) on her back, but keeps her smiling face visible. The woman is captioned only as “Adorable ‘Devětsil girl’” (\textit{Devětsilačka}) but is actually Jaroslava Václavková, partner of another Brno Devětsil member Bedřich Václavek, an editor of \textit{Pásmo}. Both photographs on this page—the.

\textsuperscript{28} Teige, “\textit{Dada},” 83.
\textsuperscript{29} In the same period, in 1925 and 1926, a series of raucous, carnivalesque “eccentric eight o’clocks” were also hosted in Brno and associated with the local Devětsil chapter. For a brief description, along with documentation of the eight o’clocks as well as the First Eccentric Carnival of Artists, see Petr Ingerle, “Brno Devětsil: A Local Chapter in the History of the International Avant-Garde,” in \textit{Brno Devětsil and Multimedia Overlaps of the Artistic Avant-Garde}, ed. Lucie Česálková and Petr Ingerle, trans. Miloš Bartoň and Alan Windsor (Brno: Moravian Gallery, 2014), 75–79, as well as plates 23–30.
\textsuperscript{30} ak, “\textit{I. excentrický karneval umělců v Brně},” \textit{Salon} 3, no. 10 (1925): n.p.
other of which is captioned “Devêtsil group”—and the accompanying text highlight the active presence of Devêtsil in the festivities. In the Pâsma advertisement, the event is notably billed as including the “artistic collaboration of constructivist artists,”\(^{31}\) emphasizing not the Dadaist tomfoolery on display in photographs and made explicit in later recollections of this evening,\(^ {32}\) but a more utilitarian side to the undertaking.

Teige similarly underscored the affinity of Constructivism with playful aspects more associated with Dada, and put forth the idea that the workers of the circus and the factory were united: “A *living poetry* ([životní poesie]) has grown from a constructivist base and in accord with it: clowns and fantasts are the brothers of laborers and engineers.”\(^ {33}\)

A will toward play and farce thus does not preclude more rationalist tendencies, and it is this—the fruit born of a Dada seed planted in Constructivist soil—that sets Poetism apart from other European avant-garde-isms of its time. Teige states, “Constructivism and Poetism must give their thanks to the negative and destructive function of Dada.”\(^ {34}\) Constructive qualities alongside the contradictory—sometimes playful, at other times nihilistic—aspects of Dada found their way into Teige’s Poetism in a dialectical (yet intentionally unstable) synthesis. Alongside a Constructivist approach, Poetism is—as Teige wrote—also an unapologetic “wish to embrace all the fruits of poetry, liberated from a literature we throw into the scrap heap: [it is] a poetry of Sunday afternoons, picnics, lit-up cafés, intoxicating cocktails, lively boulevards, spa promenades, but also the poetry of quiet, of night, calm, and peace.”\(^ {35}\) And it is the Poetist “picture poem” in which these diverse aspects of daily life could come together and be animated on the page.

---

\(^ {31}\) Pâsma 1, no. 5–6 (1924–25): 10.

\(^ {32}\) For a summary of contemporary recollections, see Ingerle, “Brno Devêtsil,” 77. These also aided in reconstructing the participants in the photographs.


It is also worth noting that the language here distinctly reflects that of the first Poetism manifesto, though this article was published a few months prior (in the same magazine).

\(^ {34}\) Teige, “Dada,” 88.

\(^ {35}\) Teige, “Poetism,” 71.
DADA HUMOR AND POETIST PLAY
ON THE PAGE AND ON THE STAGE

The “picture poem” (obrazová básen) was the visual manifestation of Poetism, executed typically in the form of a photomontage that incorporates text, a form explicitly linked to the process of mechanical reproduction, privileging prints over “superfluous originals,” which according to Teige ought to be tossed out once they have been reproduced.36 The picture poem was introduced programmatically in Teige’s short essay “Painting and Poetry,” in the first issue of the Devětsil magazine Disk, from 1923.37 Karel Srp associates the advent of the Czech picture poem with both the Berlin Dadaists and Soviet Constructivists, specifically linking its output to the collages of Raoul Hausmann and Hannah Höch (both of whom visited Prague), as well as to the book and magazine design of El Lissitzky and Aleksandr Rodchenko.38 But in Teige’s own description, it is Schwitters’s “Merzbild” collages that seem to have the closest affinities with some of the central tenets of Poetism and the picture poem: “Merzkunst wants to create reality as a work of art . . . It is the transposition of banality to the sphere of poetry. [. . . It is a poetry] that no one ever wrote, but that we find nonetheless in a book, the newspapers, on a poster.”39 In the same essay, Teige also draws comparisons between Dada and Constructivist montage, while rightly making a distinction between their approaches toward the medium with regard to their organizing principles. He writes that


38 Srp, “Optical Words,” 60.

39 In Russian Dada, Tupitsyn likewise underscores this connection, writing that “the signifying capacity and high potential of photomontage for political art was recognized equally by the Dadaists, who deemed it ‘a medium of Dada art,’ and by Russian artists” (85).
“Dadaist photomontages are more a new character than a new form of book illustration, as are the photomontages of Constructivists and Poetists. Dadaist photomontages are most often without composition, pêle-mêle; the photomontages of Constructivists and Poetists are subject to the strict and scientific order of construction (stavba).”

While Teige aligns Devêtsil with the rationalized side of photomontage, and Esther Levinger has emphasized the Constructivist, grid-like elements of the form, a close reading of picture poems reveals that Teige is also interested in moments that exploit the cut-up montage elements toward humor, chance, and play. In his magazines—in particular ReD, which he edited alone—Teige extends this notion to the page layout, creating a synthetic publication able to capture the fluid movement between Constructivist and Dada elements through the use of image and text, advertisement and graphic design.

ReD is emblematic of the visual theory of the picture poem put into practice, and it is also a site in which a liberal interpretation of Dada is showcased. An April 1928 issue dedicated to the Liberated Theater—the Devêtsil-affiliated theater company, typically associated with the actors Jiří Voskovec and Jan Werich, at which Honzl was a director—is notably synergistic with Dada principles of play in its cover image and photographs from theater performances. In fact, Teige had singled out the “Dadaist humor” of Voskovec and Werich’s Vest pocket revue and Smoking revue. The theater group perhaps came closest in the Czech context to embodying what Teige described as a “liberating stupidity of clownerie (osvobozující hloupost klaunství).” The cover of the April 1928 issue of ReD features a picture poem by the photographer Jaroslav Rössler, which doubles as an illustration for the Prague production of the play Methusalem by Yvan Goll. In the montage, a dancer in a simple leotard perches in a slender wine glass on tip-toe, while a showgirl with

---

40 Ibid., 151.
42 Teige, “o dadaistech,” 154.
a feathered headdress skips across a vinyl record on a phonograph machine. Another showgirl dances among the electric signboards of music halls and movie palaces. The montage, with its unapologetic embrace of fun and ostensibly bourgeois pleasures, set within the frame of a compartmentalized, functionalist cover design, embodies the contradictions of Poetism, which displays an astute handling of, and willful departure from, the principles of Constructivism, inclining toward a Dada sense of play and the “art of living.”

Rössler’s photomontage collapses temporality and space in a way
that aspires toward a cinematic reading,\textsuperscript{44} gesturing at a life beyond the page and beckoning the viewer to follow into the interiors of the music hall (or magazine). Teige situated the music hall, circus, jazz, sport, and dance (which he also tended to conflate with each other, and with Dada generally) as sites where modern poetry and art synthesize. In \textit{On Humor, Clowns, and Dadaists}, he writes of the connection between Devětsil’s work and the atmosphere of the music hall: “The art of the music hall is close to the integral poetry of Poetism.”\textsuperscript{45} Rössler’s picture poem, published in \textit{ReD} the same year, well illustrates this sentiment.

A compendium of photographs inside the April 1928 issue of \textit{ReD}—which was assembled by Honzl—also features theater and dance performances documenting innovative Czech costume and stage design, and shows how the Liberated Theater engaged a pan-European literary scene in its programming. Several international Dada productions are featured.\textsuperscript{46} For instance, one photograph captures a scene from the Liberated Theater’s production of the French Dadaist Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes’s \textit{The Mute Canary}, with set design by Antonín Heythum.\textsuperscript{47} In the image, a man stands perched on a scaffolding, the name of the playwright schematically rendered in block letters at his right and a large umbrella to his left (also bearing text, illegible in the reproduction). As advertised on the cover, there are also images from Goll’s \textit{Methusalem}, with photo documentation attributed to Rössler, as well as sketches of clownish costume designs by Otakar Mrkvíčka.\textsuperscript{48} Though never realized, the initial costume designs for the play’s German version, intended to be premiered in Königsberg in 1922, were by George Grosz.\textsuperscript{49} Marking another example of the collapsed

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{44} I am thinking with Aleksandar Bošković here, who likewise draws on Tomari’s conception of “photopoetry” in relation to the picture poem, and Pavle Levi’s coinage of “cinema by other means” to delineate the avant-garde photomontage’s function (specifically within the book form) as a “cinematic dispositif.” See “Revolution, Reproduction, Representation: Iurii Rozhkov’s Photomontages to Maiakovsky’s Poem ‘To the Workers of Kursk,’” in \textit{Slavic Review} 76, no. 2 (Summer 2017): 395–427.
\item \textsuperscript{45} Teige, “S clonový a komedianty,” in \textit{O humor, clownech a dadaistech: Svět, který se směje} (Prague: Odeon, 1928), 66.
\item \textsuperscript{46} One example of a Dada collaboration with the Liberated Theater that does not figure in this issue of \textit{ReD} is Schwitters’s “Evenings of Grotesque.” Teige writes of these performances that Schwitter is “an excellent orator (his evening performances, arranged by the Liberated Theater in 1926, are still remembered well).” Teige, “O dadaistech,” 146.
\item \textsuperscript{47} The play premiered at the Theater Na Slupi on March 17, 1926, which would become the playhouse of the breakaway Dada theater group.
\item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{Methusalem} premiered on March 10, 1927, at the Umelecká beseda.
\item \textsuperscript{49} See Richard West, “Georg Grosz: Figure for Yvan Goll’s \textit{Methusalem},” \textit{The Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art} 55, no. 4 (April 1968): 91–94.
\end{itemize}
opposition between Dada and Constructivism, Grosz stamped his drawings for this Dadaist play—created with compass and ruler—with the insignia “Grosz, Constructor.” Likewise, in the last two issues of the Czech periodical Tam Tam, a music and theater publication with clear Dada affinities, a sort-of press release for the Liberated Theater describes the company both as a “cheerful cult” (veselý kult) and a Constructivist group, in its concerted employment of “good new technology,” thus highlighting both its Dadaist and Constructivist aspects.

An earlier photomontage collaboration of Mrkvička and Teige in a 1926 issue of Pásma visualizes this interplay. The montage mixes
images of clownish humor with examples of Constructivist stage designs and New Typography graphic principles. Contrasts between black-and-white geometric blocks produce the initials “OD” in the upper left corner (to stand in for Osvobozené divadlo), and the photograph from The Mute Canary that would be printed as a stand-alone image in ReD a couple years later here appears in the lower left third of the print. Toward the middle right of the image is another stage set bearing a banner that reads “CIRKUS,” its centrality emphasizing the privileged place of the circus within the Devětsil project. In another montage on the cover of the issue, which spotlights the dancer Míra Holzbachová, the

---

53 The photograph documents a staging of the production George Dandin, or the Confused Husband (billed in Czech as Molière’s Comedy: Circus Dandin), which premiered at Na Slupi on February 8, 1926. It was directed not by Honzl, but by Jiří Frejka.

54 Holzbachová performed with the Liberated Theater and was one of the few female Devětsil members. She also appears to be standing beside Václavková in one of the previously mentioned photographs from the Brno carnival in Salon. She is pictured frequently in Devětsil magazines, along with several other dancers, including Milča Mayerová, both of whom had previously studied with Rudolf von Laban in Hamburg. As Matthew Witkovsky notes, von Laban had maintained connections with the Dadaists at the Cabaret Voltaire during World War I, when he managed a dance studio in Zurich. Bibliographic details are referenced here.
title of The Mute Canary appears in bold letters alongside the words fraška (farce), taneční parodie (dance parody), and, predictably, cirkus.55

In “On Humor, Clowns, and Dadaists,” Teige asserts that “modern theater . . . could learn a lot from traditional circus,”56 equating the circus and Dada in clear terms: “The humor and character of our age is
Dada. The spirit of Dada is the spirit of the circus clown. Dada presents to us the spectacular circus.”57 In the same year as this essay was first published, texts related to Tzara’s earlier Zurich and Paris performances appeared in print as Seven Dada Manifestos (which Teige references in his 1926 essay “Dadaismus”). The collection opens with the now famous “Mr. Antipyrene,” first recited in 1916, in which Tzara proclaimed: “We are circus directors whistling amid the winds of carnivals convents bawdy houses theatres realities sentiments restaurants HoHiHoHo Bang.”58 The circus, for Devêtsil and Dada, stood in for a certain type of humor appropriate to addressing the terrible absurdity of World War I; in Teige’s interpretation, it both can be a subversive form of humor related to the nihilist qualities of Dada and can reflect a desire for catharsis and laughter even in the aftermath of devastation.

There are ample examples to illustrate what this element of clowning around looked like among Devêtsil actors and dancers, beyond what the limited space here allows. But it was perhaps Charlie Chaplin, much beloved across the avant-gardes, who represented for Teige the most perfect embodiment of the Poetist “art of living” in his use of the comic attributes of the clown and circus to engage serious social issues. Teige, who proclaimed that “the art of the clown is synthetic,”59 had compared the circus clown—an “expert in all forms of life”—to the poet, “the greatest of whom is Chaplin.”60 It is little surprise then that Chaplin appears frequently across Devêtsil publications. By late 1922, Teige began to reproduce Cubist renderings of Chaplin by Fernand Léger from Goll’s book Chaplinade.61 The cover of a 1925 issue of Pásmo is graced with a full-body photographic portrait of Chaplin, caught mid-laugh, and sporting his familiar accessories—bowler cap, big shoes, and cane. The same page includes a notice announcing that Chaplin, along with Douglas Fairbanks and Harold C. Lloyd, has been offered honorary Brno Devêtsil membership.62

57 Ibid., 582. Emphasis is the author’s.
58 Tristan Tzara, “Manifesto of Mr. Antipyrene,” in The Dada Painters and Poets, 75; originally published as “manifeste de monsieur antipyrine,” in Sept manifestes Dada (Paris: Editions Jean Budry, n.d.). Subsequent scholarship and a 2005 reprint date the original publication to 1924.
60 Ibid.
61 Teige, “Estetika filmu a kinografie,” 47.
62 Teige did meet Léger in Paris in 1922, and they subsequently corresponded about permission to reproduce Léger’s “Charlot.” Letter from Fernand Léger to Karel Teige, November 25, 1922, Fond Karel Teige, Památník národního písemnictví, Prague.
Perhaps most notably, promotional imagery from Chaplin’s film *The Circus* largely comprises the cover of the volume *A World Which Laughs*. Teige described the book cover generally “as the poster for a book,”64 and certainly, the strategic inclusion of this imagery on the cover of a book proclaimed in the title to be about humor, clowns, and Dadaists is an illustration of this point. In the photomontage,
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Chaplin’s head in his signature bowler cap looks out at the reader from the left corner, filling most of the frame. Behind him are the requisite circus accoutrements: a clown (Henry Bergman), a dancer in tutu (Merna Kennedy), and a giraffe poking its long neck out of a caboose window. The depicted scene never actually occurs in the film (in which I found no giraffe cameos) but collapses the most important protagonists into one frame, a montage that narrates the film’s storyline in a single image: showing simultaneously Chaplin as the tramp, his clown foil, and the love interest at the circus where he is employed. The layers perform somewhat like the combined elements in the Rössler montage, conveying also a cinematic quality. It is a notable illustration of how Teige envisions the picture poem to work, in which “A poem is read like a modern picture. A modern picture is read like a poem.”

The examples above reflect variations on a theme, in which photographs capturing the stage (and film) are either combined in photomontages or presented side by side, in Devětsil books and magazines, to display a uniquely Czech version of Dada that also appropriates international influences to project a cathartic, clownish humor.

**SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING**

In closing, I return to my initial question: what did Devětsil want from Dada? Simply put, the answer might be: nothing. Indeed, at the opening of The World Which Smells Nice, the book that largely concludes his writings on Dada, Teige described Dada as “Nothing. A glorious and banal nothing.” Across his writings in the 1920s, Teige addresses nihilism as symptomatic of a reimagining of the role of art in a drastically altered postwar society. What Teige called “Dadaist negation, Dadaist pessimism and nihilism, Dadaist anaestheticism and anti-artism” did not amount to an empty void; it was “not only a deep and elemental sadness of disintegration and the emptiness of everything, a hopelessness in the futility of everything.” It is also, in its willingness to address these darker themes, adjacent to what is “beautiful, amiable, and happy, like love and poetry,” and what is more, a “humorous élan against stagnant and anemic aestheticism and literariness.” The banal-
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65 Teige, “Painting and Poetry,” 368. The translation is modified.
68 Ibid.
ity of the everyday and modern ennui are charged here with agency in that, from nothing, art and poetry might come to life. Thus, when Teige concludes toward the end of “On Dadaists” that a specifically Czech Dada in the realm of poetry and art amounted to “all together nothing,” this can be interpreted simultaneously as a claim for and against the existence of a Czech-sited Dada. As Tzara famously stated in his 1918 Dada Manifesto, “Dada means nothing.” A similar conclusion is reached by Hausmann, but with a twist; in the second issue of his magazine Der Dada from 1919, the question “What is dada?” runs lengthwise across a page, and, following a string of suggestions—Art? Fire insurance? Organized religion?—the real answer is insinuated: “Or is it nothing at all, i.e. everything?” Thus, a claim for “nothing,” in the context of Dada, takes on a positive value: nothing becomes precisely something, a subversion of presupposed values. Zusi interprets Teige’s assertion of “aesthetic negation” as “socially affirmative. Or, translated into Teige’s emerging Constructivist terms, art under capitalism had lost its functional efficacy.” What Teige found compelling in both Constructivism and Dada was an insistence on an art that could take the form of life itself. In Poetism’s debt to the former, this was figured in the embrace of the “new,” of rationality and a vision of social progress that imagined the new person and even a new world. Even in his essay “Dada,” first published in 1926 and already a retrospective account of the movement, Teige looks to the Soviet Union as the promise of a new way forward: “a new beauty, a new poetry of a new life.”

To that end, a slogan coined by the Kiev-born Soviet writer and journalist Ilya Ehrenburg—“New art quits being art”—was very popular with Devêtsil, for whom the negative functions here to argue for an art that cedes being described as such because it is pervasive and indistinguishable from everyday life. Ehrenburg’s catch phrase was thus aptly emblazoned in bold, black letters in Devêtsil’s anthology Život (Life, 1922). It has been suggested that the anthology was displayed open to
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these pages at the Bazaar of Modern Art in Prague in 1923. The slogan was subsequently hung as a banner when the exhibition moved in a smaller form to Brno (as The Exhibition of New Art) in early 1924. This echoes a slogan that graced the *Erste Internationale Dada Messe* (1920) in Berlin, at which a photograph captures Grosz and John Heartfield holding a sign that reads: “Art is dead. Long live Tatlin’s new machine art.” In another anthology, *Revoluční sborník Devětsil* (*Revolutionary Anthology of Devětsil*, 1922), Teige again quotes Ehrenburg’s proclamation that new art is no longer art, and follows with the assertion that “in a new world art has a new function.” Teige proposes a productive value of repudiation in art that is arguably inflected with Tzara as well as with Ehrenburg, Hausmann, and Tatlin.

When Teige scrawled the equation “Da² = dada” on a postcard to Seifert in 1923, he was perhaps drawing out the “yes” hidden twice in the word “Dada,” since da means “yes” in several Slavic languages (including Russian, but not Czech). In the context of Tatara’s “Dada means nothing” (or, we could transcribe it, Da² = 0), Teige’s concession that the catalog of Dada moments in the Czech context amounts to “all together nothing” in fact squares up to precisely something (Da² = 0 = Dada). Better than nothing, the work of Devětsil in the 1920s stakes a claim for the Czech interwar avant-garde—on its own terms—on the global Dada map.
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